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The Global Ore-based Metallics Market
(with emphasis on DRI)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen and thanks to SIMA for this opportunity to talk to you about the global ore-based metallics market.   Let me begin by referring to the term ore-based metallics or OBM’s for short.   At IIMA we have been waging a campaign to move the industry away from such terminology as “scrap substitutes” and “alternative irons” - DRI and pig iron are scrap supplements which add value to the furnace charge.   Ore-based metallics doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue, but it does what it says on the tin and if you don’t already use it, may I urge you to do so!



Disclaimer

This presentation is intended for information purposes only and is
not intended as commercial material in any respect. The material is
not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purposes of any
financial instrument, is not intended to provide an investment
recommendation and should not be relied upon for such. The
material is derived from published sources, together with personal
research. No responsibility or liability is accepted by the author or
International Iron Metallics Association or any of its members for any
such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions, mis-
statements, negligence or otherwise for any further communication,
written or otherwise.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The usual disclaimer…..



Presentation  overview

 Introduction to IIMA

 Overview of Ore-Based Metallics Market [OBMs]
 Price development snapshot
 Cross border trade
 DRI/HBI supply-side issues and new supply to the market
 DR grade iron ore pellet supply

 Maritime regulations governing shipment of DRI/HBI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what I’m going to talk about.   I added the topic of maritime regulations as we have seen that India is exporting a significant tonnage of sponge iron, some, perhaps most of it by sea.   IIMA is fortunate to have NGO consultative status at the International Maritime Organisation and lobbying for sensible and practical maritime regulation is an important part of what we do.



What is IIMA?
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+ →

Created in 2011 as the unified voice of the ore-based metallics industry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three very quick slides about IIMA - there are the OBM’s that we cover and we are now in our eighth year.



What does IIMA do?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a nut shell, these are the three main pillars of our activities - you can find a lot more information on our website.



IIMA members cover
the OBM value chain from raw materials to steel mill

 iron ore pellet producers
 pig iron, HBI and DRI producers
 traders and distributors
 OBM consumers
 technology suppliers
 plant and equipment suppliers
 shipping and logistics providers
 sampling and inspection providers
 project developers
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... spanning the global supply chain ...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IIMA members span the globe and include the core producers and traders as well as a range of associate members as shown here.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In IIMA we have a very strict code of compliance with competition and antitrust law - this does not allow us to discuss or make forward-looking statements about the prices of OBM’s.   Historical data are permitted, provided that they are in the public domain and duly attributed.   So here is a chart showing the development of the Brazilian merchant pig iron price - FOB southern Brazil and FOB barge at New Orleans.   The chart includes a curve for a prime scrap grade at Chicago -the green dotted line  in this case No. 1 bushelling which is a good proxy for pig iron.   There is also a curve for hot rolled coil ex-works in the US Midwest which tells its own story - Section 232 an all that.As you well know, one of the most important drivers of OBM prices is scrap prices and we will hear about that subject in the next presentation.   As far as the prospects for OBMs are concerned, apart from Section 232 and all that follows from it, we can see a degree of softening of scrap prices in most major markets which, as widely reported in the media, is already having an impact on OBM prices in the sort term, but more than that I cannot say.
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Venezuelan HBI price development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a similar chart for HBI with shredded scrap at Chicago and the same hot rolled coil rice series as comparators.   Just about all the published information about HBI prices is based on Venezuelan material - unfortunately there is little or no published information about Russian and US HBI, although one can glean some information from trade statistics. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course freight is an important component of OBM cost - I included this chart for information - it shows the weekly development of the Baltic Dry Index which is a hybrid index covering handy up to capsize vessels.   This is rather volatile, but is currently at a high level.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart is from Midrex’s annual statistics and you can see that combined HBI and cold DRI shipments in 2017 are stated at just over 16 million tonnes.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have analysed the international trade statistics for 2017 and arrive at a globa cross border total for DRI and HBI of about 9 million tonnes, this by combining data from both imports and exports and filtering out what appear to be spurious data. Russia, Trinidad, Venezuela and the USA account for over 70% of the total. Remembering Midrex’s 16 million tonnes figure, the remaining 7 million tonnes must be domestic shipments in Russia, India, USA, etc. A word of caution: use these data with care - they are derived!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A similar chart for merchant pig iron, this time just export data.   Russia, Ukraine and Brazil account for over 75% of cross-border trade with India at 5%, although domestic trade in both India and China is considerable.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now a few chars showing the distribution of imports by the main importing countries, starting with the USA, the most important market for imported OBMs.   The data for 2018 were the latest available at the time the charts were created.   In the interests of time, I won’t dwell on these charts.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now South Korea, small in comparison with the USA.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turkey and Italy are the largest importers in Europe - here are data for Turkey.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally Italy.



Global merchant DRI/HBI supply
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USA:
voestalpine Texas
2.0 mt HBI
(exports ±1.0 mt
in 2017)

Venezuela:
Total HBI nameplate capacity 6.9 mt
FMO 1.0 mt
Comsigua 1.3 mt
Briqven 1.5 mt
Bricar 0.9 mt
Bricor 2.2 mt
2017 HBI production: 1.05 mt (15.2%)
2017 DRI production 0.44 mt (9.2%)
2017 DRI/HBI exports 1.25 mt

Libya:
LISCO - capacity
0.65 mt HBI (exports 
0.14 mt in 2017)

Iran:
Various steel mills exporting surplus
DRI /HBI to regional markets (0.6 mt
In 2017)

Russia: 
Metalloinvest
Lebedinsky GOK
Capacity 4.5 mt HBI
(2017 exports 2.8 mt)

Malaysia:
Antara Steel Mills
(Labuan plant)
Capacity 0.7 mt HBI
2017 exports ±0.55 mt

India:
Numerous small sponge iron plants small 
volume exports to nearby markets (0.55 mt in 
2017)

Mt = million tonnes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summarising the DRI and HBI supply side….



DRI and HBI supply-side developments

 LebGOK HBI #3 module started up in March 2017, adding at least 1.8 
mt to global HBI capacity

 voestalpine Texas HBI plant started up in October 2016, adding 2.0 mt
to global HBI supply (about 50% to be consumed in own blast 
furnaces in Austria)

 DRI/HBI production in Venezuela is severely constrained by lack of 
pellet supply, maintenance and spare parts, etc.   

 Nucor Louisiana DRI production has been constrained by 
plant/equipment issues (captive supply to own mini-mills)

 Iranian exports are growing: 0.7 mt exports in 2017/18, reported to 
reach about 1 mt in 2018/19

 Indian sponge iron production grew significantly in 2017 with exports 
to nearby markets, notably Bangladesh
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a few supply side developments…..



New sources of DRI/HBI, actual and potential

 Cleveland Cliffs’ 1.6 mt Midrex HBI plant at Toledo, OH, scheduled for 
start of commercial production in mid-2020, to be supplied with DR 
grade iron oxide pellets from captive North Shore operation

 Chippewa Capital Partners plans  1.8-2.0 mt Energiron DRI/HBI plant 
as part of plan to revive the Essar Minnesota/Mesabi Metallics 
project at Nashwauk, MN.   Under the bankruptcy agreement, 
construction of the DR plant must be completed by end 2021. 

 IMC (International Metallics Corp (Canada), Ltd.) plans 2 mt Midrex
HBI plant at Bécancour, Quebec (project is at study stage)

 Ex ArcelorMittal Point Lisas DR plant (Trinidad) could be partially 
restarted under new management
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside Iran, the main theatre of activity for new supply sources seems to be North America……
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It would be an omission to talk about supply of  HBI and DRI without talking about the iron ore pellet supply situation - illustrated by this chart showing the premia for blast furnace and direct reduction grade pellets - both at a very high level due both to increased demand from China as steel blast furnaces shift to more environmentally  acceptable feedstock and from the growth in DRI production.   Parallel to this are severe supply side constraints.   As you are no doubt aware, some DRI producers have had to include some BF grade pellets in their charge and in some cases also lump ore.



Iron ore pellet supply

 Samarco remains shut down
 no definitive date for restart

 IOC strike cost about 1 mt pellet production in 2018
 2018 guidance 9-10 mt pellets + concentrates 

 Anglo American’s Minas Rio operation shut down in March 2018  
for pipeline repairs, expected to be completed in Q4 2018
 2018 guidance 3.0 mt concentrate (based on production prior to shutdown)

 Bahrain Steel production constrained by pellet feed supply
 suspension of contract with Anglo American (Minas Rio)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the supply side issues….



Iron ore pellet supply 
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 Vale’s 2017 pellet production was 50.3 mt
 41.1 mt in Brazil
 9.2 mt in Oman

 Vale plans to increase pellet production by about 5 mt in 2018.
 Tubarão #2 line was restarted in January 2018
 Tubarão #1 line was restarted in May 2018 
 São Luis plant scheduled for re-start in Q3 2018, adding 7 mt

capacity of BF pellets
 Operational capacity addition in 2018 will be about 13 mt
 2018 production guidance about 55 mt
 Scope for >60 mt production post 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there is at least some tangible light at the end of the tunnel…..



International Maritime Organisation
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IMO is an intergovernmental body
that deals with matters 

on sea transport, which are
referred to it by its Member 

Governments. 

IMO is mainly involved in 
development of international 
regulations, on the basis of 

proposals by Member 
Governments.

The practical design and 
application is the responsibility
of the maritime Administrations 

concerned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now a few slides on maritime regulation which is governed by the International Maritime Organisation which is based in London.



IMSBC Code
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Provisions facilitate the safe 
stowage and shipment of solid bulk 

cargoes,

Updated every two years
Sub-committee on Carriage of Cargoes & Containers 
and its associated Editorial and Technical Group deal 

with amendments to the IMSBC Code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For solid bulk cargoes, the governing instrument is the International Maritime Sold Bulk Cargoes Code which is updated every two years and which contains individual schedules for more than 300 materials, including three type of DRI.



IMSBC Code hazard classification
 Group A: cargoes which may liquify
 Group B: cargoes with chemical hazard 

 Class 4.1: Flammable solids 
 Class 4.2: Substances liable to spontaneous combustion 
 Class 4.3: Substances which, in contact with water, emit flammable gases 
 Class 5.1: Oxidizing substances 
 Class 6.1: Toxic substances 
 Class 7: Radioactive materials 
 Class 8: Corrosive substances 
 Class 9: Miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles.

 Group C: cargoes which are neither liable to liquefy nor possess chemical hazards
 Materials Hazardous only in Bulk (MHB)

 Combustible solids (CB)
 Self-heating solids (SH)
 Solids that evolve flammable gas when wet (WF)
 Solids that evolve toxic gas when wet  (WT)
 Toxic solids (TX)
 Corrosive solids (CR)
 Other hazards (OH)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solid cargoes which may possess a chemical hazard during transport, because of their chemical nature or properties are in Group B.   Some of these materials may be classified as dangerous goods and others are materials hazardous only in bulk (MHB).MHB Materials are materials which possess chemical hazards when transported in bulk, other than materials classified as dangerous goods in the IMDG Code.   These materials present a significant risk when carried on bulk and require special precautions.



IMSBC Code schedules for direct reduced iron
 Direct Reduced Iron (A) - briquettes, hot-moulded = HBI
 MHB, Class B (self-heating, evolution of  H2 when in contact with water)
 Surface ventilation, natural or mechanical, as necessary during voyage

 Direct Reduced Iron (B) - lumps, pellets, cold-moulded briquettes = DRI
 MHB, Class B (self-heating, evolution of  H2 when in contact with water)
 Shipped under inert atmosphere

 Direct Reduced Iron (C) - by-product fines
 MHB, Class B (self-heating, evolution of  H2 when in contact with water)
 Shipped under inert atmosphere
 Maximum moisture 0.3%
 Average particle size <6.35 mm
 No particles > 12 mm
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the three IMSBC Code schedules for direct reduced iron showing the MHB hazards and principle measures for safe shipment…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can study this at your leisure.   I would just mention here that the industry is developing a new generation of HBI products with variable carbon content - higher carbon content means lower density, perhaps less than the 5 tonnes per cubic meter specified in the DRI (A) schedule.   IIMA’s Technical Committee is starting to look at the regulatory impact of such a development and how a higher carbon HBI would fit into the maritime regulation regime.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also this one.
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The cargo shall not be 
accepted for loading 
when its temperature 
is in excess of 65°C or 
if its moisture content 
is in excess of 0.3%. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For DRI Fines, the DRI C schedule requires that the material has maximum 0.3% moisture.



What’s wrong with the DRI(C) schedule?

Direct Reduced Iron (C) - by-product fines
 MHB, Class B (self-heating, evolution of  H2 when in contact with water) - should also 

be Class A, cargoes which may liquefy if shipped at a moisture content above their 
Transportable Moisture Limit.

 Shipped under inert atmosphere - experience has shown that mechanical ventilation is 
more effective for fines

 Maximum moisture 0.3% - such a material does not exist in the commercial world
 No particles > 12 mm - with screening at 9.5 mm there is some carryover of oversize -

aim is max 5% +12.5 mm
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Proposed DRI (D) description
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Description 
Direct reduced iron (DRI) (D) is a porous, black/grey odourless metallic material generated 
as a by-product of the manufacturing and handling processes of DRI (A) and/or DRI (B) 
which has been aged for at least 30 days prior to loading. The density of direct reduced iron 
(DRI) (D) is less than 5,000 kg/m³.  
 
Characteristics 

Angle of repose Bulk density (kg/m3) Stowage factor (m3/t) 

Not applicable 1,850 to 3,300 0.30 to 0.54 

Size Class Group 

Fines and small particles 
with an average size less 
than 6.35 mm, particles 

larger than 12.5 mm not to 
exceed 5% by weight 

 
 

MHB 
(WF), (OH) 

 
 

A and B 

 
Hazard 
There is a risk of explosion during loading, transport and discharge due to the fact that this 
cargo reacts with moisture/water and especially seawater, to produce hydrogen and heat. 
Hydrogen is a flammable gas that can form an explosive mixture in combination with air in 
concentrations above 4% by volume.  

IIMA believes that it is 
essential that there be a 
mandatory instrument 
governing shipment of 
DRI Fines to replace the 
current practice of 
shipping under 
exemptions to the IMSBC 
Code.   IIMA is working 
towards a new schedule 
for “real world” DRI Fines 
- DRI (D).



Contact Information

Secretary General:
Chris Barrington

cbarrington@metallics.org

Administration Manager:
Abi Hart

ahart@metallics.org

Website:
www.metallics.org
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